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Summary
Whole-genome scans have identified Dmo1 as a major quantitative trait locus (QTL) for obesity
and dyslipidaemia in the Otsuka Long Evans Tokushima Fatty (OLETF) rat. We have produced
congenic rats for the Dmo1 locus, using marker-assisted speed congenic protocols, enforced by
selective removal of other QTL regions (QTL-marker-assisted counterselection), to efficiently
transfer chromosomal segments from non-diabetic Fischer 344 (F344) rats into the OLETF
background. In the third generation of congenic animals, we observed a substantial therapeutic
effect of the Dmo1 locus on lipid metabolism, obesity control and plasma glucose homeostasis. We
conclude that single-allele correction of an impaired genetic pathway can generate a substantial
therapeutic effect, despite the complex polygenic nature of type II diabetic syndromes.

1. Introduction
Dyslipidaemia and obesity are closely associated with
type II diabetes in humans (Reaven & Greenfield,
1981 ; Lewis et al., 1991 ; Howard & Howard, 1994).
Our Otsuka Long Evans Tokushima Fatty (OLETF)
strain is a useful obese type II diabetes model
with accompanying hypertriglyceridaemia, hyperinsulinaemia, hyperglycaemia, insulin resistance and
abundant visceral fat (Kawano et al., 1992). Our
previous studies have demonstrated that the OLETF
genome is predisposed to ‘ type II diabetes ’ but that
full development of the phenotype requires ‘ obesity ’
(and probably ‘ dyslipidaemia ’). As in humans, obesity
is a strong risk factor for diabetes in the OLETF
strain (Okauchi et al., 1995 a, b ; Ishida et al., 1996 ;
Sakamoto et al., 1998). Moreover, prior to the
relatively late onset of diabetes and apparent insulin
* Corresponding author. Tel : j81 886 65 2888. Fax : j81 886 37
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resistance, obesity and dyslipidaemia appear fairly
early in the strain (Kawano et al., 1992 ; Sato et al.,
1995 ; Man et al., 1997). Therefore, it is likely that
dyslipidaemia and obesity are involved in the development of diabetes in the OLETF strain.
Genome-wide QTL analyses identified twelve statistically significant QTLs (Diabetes Mellitus OLETF
type 1 through Dmo12) that are associated with type
II diabetes, obesity or dyslipidaemia phenotypes of
the OLETF rat. Dmo1, assigned around the marker
D1Rat90 on rat chromosome 1, was found to be the
major QTL, showing strong effects on body weight
and fat weight, plasma free fatty acid, total cholesterol
and triglyceride levels (Kanemoto et al., 1998 ; Okuno
et al., 1999 ; Watanabe et al., 1999 a ; Yamasaki et al.,
2000).
To evaluate the Dmo1 effect precisely, we have
established congenic lines for the Dmo1 locus. We
have generated animals containing an F344 Dmo1
allele in place of one OLETF allele (heterozygous
state) on the approximately 94 % OLETF back-
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ground. Third-generation rats (BC3) were used for
phenotypic evaluation. The introgressed 28 cM interval for Dmo1 proved to produce substantial
therapeutic effects on obesity (reducing body weight
and fat weight), dyslipidaemia (lowering plasma total
cholesterol and triglyceride values) and hyperglycaemia (lowering plasma glucose levels 60 min after
oral glucose challenge).
2. Materials and methods
(i) Animals
Fischer 344\DuCrj (F344) male rats were purchased
from Charles River Japan, and OLETF female rats
were obtained from Laboratory of Animal Resources,
Otsuka Pharmaceutical. Animals were maintained
in the facility of CLEA Japan (Shizuoka, Japan)
under the following conditions. Rats had free access
to sterilized distilled water and a sterilized laboratory
diet (CE-2, CLEA Japan ; 4n4 % fat content and
11n5 % of total calorie intake from fat) and were
maintained on a 12 h light and dark cycle. Temperature (20–26 mC), humidity (55–70 %) and air
conditioning were all controlled.
For congenic breeding, female OLETF rats were
crossed with male F344 rats to produce F1 hybrids.
F1 males were backcrossed to female OLETF rats to
produce the first generation (BC1). Selected BCn (n l
generation number, 1–3) males were backcrossed to
OLETF females, producing succeeding generations.
Female OLETF rats crossed with BC2 congenic males
were selected based on body weight at 8 weeks to
minimize a probable maternal effect in the BC3
progenies. In every generation, only male rats were
subjected to genotype and phenotype analyses ;
females were killed at birth. Tail tips of male rats
were cut off at 4 weeks to obtain genomic DNA
for genotype assays.
For the genotype analyses, we first analysed all
male animals using six markers spanning the Dmo1
region (see below and Table 1). Animals heterozygous
(OLETF\F344) for all markers across this region

(Retained) were selected for further genome-wide
scanning. To maximize OLETF background genome
replacement in succeeding generations, we used
animals showing the highest replacement rates for
subsequent backcrosses. We also counter-selected
animals homozygous (OLETF\OLETF) at other
previously reported QTLs (Kanemoto et al., 1998 ;
Okuno et al., 1999 ; Watanabe et al., 1999 a) to
exclude possible phenotypic effects of these QTLs in
generations as early as BC3. Of 66 BC3 male rats,
19 (10 Retained and 9 Control) rats with higher
background replacement rates were raised for phenotypic analysis. We also characterized 10 Retained and
10 Control rats from the BC2 generation ; these data
are summarized in Table 2.

(ii) Marker-assisted speed congenic protocols
We estimated a 95 % confidence interval for the Dmo1
QTL using data from three previously genotyped
crosses (Kanemoto et al., 1998 ; Okuno et al., 1999 ;
Watanabe et al., 1999 a) according to Darvasi & Soller
(1997). (95 % confidence interval l 530\Nυ, where
N l population size and υ l the proportion of variance explained.)
The Dmo1 Target Interval (Fig. 1, line A) is defined
by two terminal markers, D1Rat169 and D1Rat459,
including the proposed confidence interval. Supporting genetic linkage maps were constructed using the
JoinMap Program as described previously (Kanemoto
et al., 1998 ; Watanabe et al., 2000).
To genotype the Dmo1 locus, six markers encompassing a 28 cM interval were used (D1Rat169–1 cM–
D1Rat77–12 cM–D1Rat306–10 cM–D1Rat225–
5 cM–D1Rat90, D1Rat459) (Steen et al., 1999).
Whole-genome scanning was performed using 117
markers covering all chromosomes with an average
spacing of 13n4 cM (corresponding to about 1500 cM
in total). Markers were purchased from Research
Genetics or synthesized by International Reagents
(Japan) on the basis of published reports (Steen et al.,
1999 ; Watanabe et al., 1999 b).

Table 1. Summary of congenic breeding from BC1 to BC3

F1
BC1
BC2
BC3

Male ratsa

Retainedb

Replacement (%)c

Matedd

Replacement (%)e

8
128
128
66

75
57
20

48n74 (30n19–69n35)
80n53 (71n59–92n10)
92n90 (87n31–99n26)

8
11
17
10

61n37 (57n57–69n35)
85n65 (78n37–92n10)
94n38 (91n00–99n26)

a Total number of male rats born.
b Number of male rats harbouring the target interval as heterozygous.
c Average replacement rates and ranges (in parentheses) calculated from
d Number of rats contributing to succeeding generations.
e Average replacement rates and ranges (in parentheses) calculated from

b.
d.
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BC3

BC2
Trait\weeks
BW\16 weeks (g)
BW\20 weeks (g)
BW\24 weeks (g)
BW\28 weeks (g)
BW\29 weeks (g)
FW\29 weeks (g)
INS\29 weeks (ng\ml)a
NEFA\10 weeks (mEq\l)
NEFA\29 weeks (mEq\l)
TC\10 weeks (mmol\l)
TC\29 weeks (mmol\l)
TG\10 weeks (mg\dl)
TG\29 weeks (mg\dl)
G0 (mg\dl)
G30 (mg\dl)
G60 (mg\dl)
G90 (mg\dl)
G120 (mg\dl)

Control, O\O
(n l 10)

Retained, O\F
(n l 10)
P value

457p9
(407–495)
477p7
(442–515)
564p8
(530–604)
573p8
(540–622)
570p9
(540–619)
47n12p1n86
(36n75–54n90)
1n986p0n224
(1n294–3n250)
ND

441p9
(395–470)
448p10
(378–486)
526p13
(420–564)
530p14
(418–619)
528p14
(422–571)
37n78p2n32
(18n72–42n72)
1n849p0n242
(1n000–3n095)
ND

0n967p0n053
(0n622–1n128)
ND

0n804p0n054
(0n529–1n091)
ND

*

2n517p0n100
(1n996–3n015)
ND

2n028p0n066
(1n730–2n356)
ND

***

268p23
(180–385)
119p5
(93–136)
270p13
(213–324)
307p19
(206–384)
321p21
(229–404)
310p17
(237–399)

158p9
(120–204)
125p6
(88–158)
274p13
(223–338)
303p25
(210–418)
302p24
(195–405)
266p27
(146–396)

***

% of experimental variance
explained by the QTL
8n36

*

24n3

*

24n1

*

26n9

*

26n3

**

38n3
0n95

20n4

47n8

52n3
3n18
0n35
0n07
1n91
9n47

Control, O\O
(n l 9)

Retained, O\F
(n l 10)

488p13
(430–569)
563p12
(499–627)
626p14
(548–707)
630p17
(534–723)
634p15
(556–724)
71n07p5n04
(53n10–103n15)
4n544p0n569
(2n072–7n063)
1n144p0n054
(0n899–1n385)
0n832p0n034
(0n724–1n019)
1n384p0n054
(1n159–1n598)
2n291p0n162
(1n415–2n917)
77p10
(36–116)
289p34
(146–451)
140p7
(120–172)
352p15
(292–413)
396p14
(313–447)
389p14
(324–436)
346p23
(211–434)

444p8
(401–492)
496p13
(411–563)
546p12
(499–620)
566p12
(519–638)
568p11
(526–641)
50n74p2n31
(40n70–68n33)
3n933p0n393
(2n381–6n423)
1n186p0n092
(0n760–1n782)
0n750p0n052
(0n557–0n971)
1n311p0n047
(1n096–1n479)
1n875p0n106
(1n466–2n511)
70p8
(35–123)
173p17
(94–282)
144p4
(128–171)
313p16
(244–366)
330p18
(225–406)
342p19
(250–415)
318p17
(215–383)

P value

% of experimental variance
explained by the QTL

*

31n9

**

44n5

***

53n4

**

38n0

**

43n1

**

45n9

Congenic rats for Dmo1 of the OLETF rat

5n30
0n83
8n87
5n75
*

22n0
1n72

*

36n4
1n38
15n8

**

34n4
18n2
5n04

Basic statistical data (meanpSEM) and ranges (in parentheses) are shown. Statistical significance (ANOVA, P values) is marked by asterisks : *P
***P 0n001.
a INS data for two BC3 control animals (nos. 270 and 304) were not available for calculation.

0n05 ; **P

0n01 ;
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D1Rat72

fasting period. Blood samples were collected from tail
veins before and during OGTT (0 min (G0), 30 min
(G30), 60 min (G60), 90 min (G90) and 120 min
(G120)). Plasma glucose levels were measured using
the ANTSENSE II system (Bayer Medical, Tokyo,
Japan) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

D1Rat298

(iv) Statistical analysis

D1Rat169

Statistical analyses were performed using Statview 4.5
software (Abacus Concepts, CA, and SAS Institute,
NC). To evaluate phenotypic differences between
Retained and Control groups, we applied one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA). First, we determined
whether the variances of the two groups were
significantly different using Bartlett’s methods (1937,
α l 0n25). If values were not significant, we applied
the standard one-way ANOVA test. When values
were significant, we applied Welch’s methods (1951).
Data calculated using either method are shown in
Table 2. The significance threshold for ANOVA was
set to α l 0n05 (95 % confidence). The correlation for
multiple phenotypes using Bonferroni’s method has
not been applied because the phenotypes examined in
this study were closely related.

D1Rat70
D1Rat293

D1Rat77

D1Rat306

D1Rat225

10 cM

D1Rat90, D1Rat459
A

B

C

Fig. 1. Estimation of 95 % confidence intervals for the
Dmo1 locus on integrated genetic linkage maps.
Confidence intervals were calculated based on previous
QTL studies. (A) indicates the introgressed interval ;
(B) indicates confidence intervals calculated from the
(OLETFiBN)F2 and (OLETFiF344)F2 studies ;
(C) indicates confidence intervals calculated from the
(OLETFiBN)iOLETF study. The genetic linkage map
was constructed using data from the (OLETFiF344)F2
cross (n l 157).

(iii) Phenotype ealuation
Body weight (BW) was measured at 16, 20, 24, 28
(fasting) and 29 (fasting) weeks. Rats were killed at 29
weeks, and abdominal fat weight (FW) was weighed
using visceral fat tissues from mesenteric, epididymal
and retroperitoneal adipose tissues.
Plasma insulin (INS) levels were measured at 29
weeks under fasting conditions using a commercially
available rat insulin ELISA kit (AKRIN-010,
Shibayagi, Gunma, Japan).
Plasma lipids (total cholesterol (TC), triglyceride
(TG) and non-esterified fatty acid (NEFA)) were
measured at 10 and 29 weeks. Animals were fasted
overnight (16 h) before measurements were taken.
Lipid values were measured by a peroxidase-coupled
method (McGowan et al., 1983), using a COBAS
MIRA auto-analytical machine (Roche Diagnostics,
Tokyo, Japan) with the following kits : Triglycerides
GPO Unimate 5, Unimate Cholesterol kit (Roche
Diagnostics, Tokyo, Japan), AutoSera NEFA (Daiichi Pure Chemical, Tokyo, Japan).
At 28 weeks, we performed an oral glucose tolerance
test (OGTT) to evaluate glucose tolerance after a 16 h

3. Results
(i) Ealuation of the confidence interal for QTL
Dmo1
Confidence intervals (P 0n05) for the Dmo1 locus
were displayed on the (OLETFiF344)F2 map (Fig.
1). The (OLETFiBN)iOLETF backcross produced
a confidence interval extending from D1Rat306 to the
telomere ; (OLETFiBN)F2 and (OLETFiF344)F2
studies suggested an interval extending from D1Rat77
to the telomere (Fig. 1 B, C). We conservatively
introgressed a Target Interval between D1Rat169 and
D1Rat459 (Fig. 1 A). Four additional internal markers
(D1Rat77, D1Rat306, D1Rat225 and D1Rat90) were
used in genotyping assays to exclude double recombination events. We estimated the distance between the markers D1Rat169 and D1Rat459 to be
28n8 cM in our two F2 genetic linkage maps (Yamasaki
et al., unpublished), which agrees reasonably well with
the estimate of 28 cM by Steen et al. (1999).
(ii) Establishment of congenic rats by the BC3
generation
The congenic rat breeding diagram is summarized in
Table 1. Male rats retaining the entire target interval
as OLETF\F344 heterozygous (Retained) were selected for whole-genome scanning. To maximize OLETF
background genome replacement in succeeding generations, we used animals showing the highest replacement rates for subsequent backcrosses. Third-
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(g)
700

BC2
184

660
BW/24 weeks

generation rats (BC3) were used to evaluate the Dmo1
effect : we analyzed 10 animals that were heterozygous
at the target interval (Retained) and 9 animals that
were homozygous in this region (Control). Replacement efficiencies were averaged for each generation
(61n37 % for BC1 and 85n65 % for BC2) ; these
observed values are significantly higher than the
calculated theoretical values (50 % for BC1 and 75 %
for BC2). The average replacement rate for the 10
Retained BC3 animals was 94n38 % (range l 91n00–
99n26 %).

187

620

219
145
243
214

580

148

540
232
500

Control

(iii) Genotype–phenotype associations
(mg/dl)
450

184

TG/29 weeks

400
350

219

300

243
148

250

214

200

145

150

232

100
Control

Retained

(mg/dl)
440
420
400
380
G60

Table 2 summarizes the results of ANOVA for BC2
and BC3. Since 14n32 % of the BC2 genome remained
OLETF\F344 heterozygous and the number of
progeny (n l 20) was not large enough to normalize
such an effect, the data should be treated as
preliminary. In the analysis of 10 Retained and 10
Control BC2 rats, we observed significant differences
in BW\20–29 weeks, FW, TC, TG and NEFA, but
not in BW\16 weeks and INS\29 weeks. We also
found no significant differences in G0–G120 values.
In the BC3 generation, approximately 94 % of the
genome was OLETF homozygous, making these
animals useful for evaluating the Dmo1 function
independently of other loci. BW of Retained and
Control groups differed significantly at all ages
examined (3n81i10−% P 0n016), explaining as
much as 31n9–53n4 % of the phenotypic variance
(EXP). The reduction in BW\24 weeks in the Retained
group is as large as 80 g, corresponding to a 12n8 %
reduction in BW relative to Control rats. This
difference explained as much as 53n4 % of the
phenotypic variance, with the remaining 46n6 %
attributed to environmental factors.
We also observed highly statistically significant
differences for FW\29 weeks (20n33 g), accounting for
approximately 31 % of the total BW reduction at 29
weeks. This indicates that 45n9 % of the total variance
could be explained by the locus (P l 3n59i10−$).
We observed statistically significant differences in
plasma lipid values in BC3 rats at 29 weeks, but not at
10 weeks. At 29 weeks, TC levels between the Control
and Retained groups differed by 0n416 mmol\l (P l
0n043), indicating that 22n0 % of the variance could be
explained by genetic effects of the locus. We observed
the same trend for TG. At 29 weeks, we observed a
116 mg\dl difference (P l 0n011, EXP l 36n4 %), consistent with a strong correlation between TC and TG
values. We saw no difference between genotypes for
NEFA values.
We also wanted to assess the differences in plasma
glucose levels. G0 and INS are not significantly
different between the two groups. However, we
observed a highly significant (16n7 %) reduction in

Retained

360

184
214
148
145
219

243

232

340
320
300
280
260
Control

Retained

Fig. 2. Inter- or intra-family differences for three
representative phenotypes. Mean values of BW\24 weeks,
TG\29 weeks and G60 of Retained and Control BC3 rats
are shown for each family (derived from the same BC2
parents). Number represents the ID for founder BC2
males.

G60 values for the Retained group relative to Control
animals at BC3 (P l 8n34i10−%, and EXP l 34n4 %).
We also observed the same tendency for G30
(39 mg\dl difference, P l 0n092) and G90 (47 mg\dl
difference, P l 0n069) although the differences were
not statistically significant.
Fig. 2 compares mean values of measured phenotypes for BC3 Retained and Control rats grouped by
‘ family ’ (i.e. BC3 males derived from the same BC2
parents). Phenotypic trends within each family were
similar to those observed in all animals (Table 2).
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4. Discussion

(ii) Dyslipidaemia (TGs, TCs and NEFAs)

In our previous QTL scanning studies, we identified
12 highly statistically significant QTLs (Lander &
Kruglyak, 1995) that are involved in diabetes, obesity
and dyslipidaemia phenotypes of the OLETF rat.
Effects of the Dmo1 locus on body weight, abdominal
fat weight, plasma lipid values (TG and TC) and
plasma glucose values have been confirmed repeatedly
in distinct genetic analyses. (Kanemoto et al., 1998 ;
Okuno et al., 1999 ; Watanabe et al., 1999 a ; Yamasaki
et al., in press).
We have bred congenic rats to isolate predisposing
genes and to determine whether obesity, type II
diabetes and other clinical phenotypes of the OLETF
strain might be treatable by partially correcting one of
their multiple defects (St Lezin et al., 1998). In this
study, we describe congenic rats carrying a Dmo1
allele from the non-obese and non-diabetic F344 rat in
the context of the OLETF background. Through
marker-assisted speed congenic protocols (Markel
et al., 1997), augmented by QTL-marker-assisted
counter-selection (Bennett & Johnson, 1998), we have
targeted genomic intervals of approximately 28 cM,
defined by two terminal markers, D1Rat169 and
D1Rat459. This region is statistically likely to harbour
the genetic component(s) of Dmo1.
BC3 congenic animals contain 5n62 % of the F344
genome outside the targeted Dmo1 region. This value
is much smaller than the theoretical value of 12n5 %
for the BC3 generation and is instead more comparable
to the 6n25 % calculated for the BC4 generation. These
data suggest that the marker-assisted speed congenic
protocols worked efficiently. We characterized ten
Retained and nine Control BC3 rats with regard to
several different phenotypes (BW, FW, TG, TC,
NEFA, INS, G0, G30, G60, G90 and G120) at
various ages (10, 16, 20, 24, 28, 29 weeks).

In the BC3 generation of congenic rats, the effect of
the Dmo1 locus accounts for 22n0 % of the difference
in TC\29 weeks (P l 0n043) and 36n4 % in TG\29
weeks (P l 0n011). For TG\29 weeks, the Retained
group showed a reduction of over 100 mg\dl compared with Control animals. Thus, the therapeutic
effect of the F344 Dmo1 allele on dyslipidaemia is
large after introduction of a single allele. This effect
will be confirmed by homozygous (F344\F344) congenic strains, in which both OLETF alleles are
corrected.

(i) Obesity (BW and FW )
We have confirmed the effects of Dmo1 on obesity ;
our congenic strains reflect the strong effect of Dmo1
on BW at 16–29 weeks. At 29 weeks, introduction of
a single F344 Dmo1 allele caused a 66 g BW reduction
compared with the Control group. The difference in
FW is more dramatic : a 20n3 g reduction that accounts
for 30n8 % of the decrease in BW\29 weeks (Table 2).
The large contribution of abdominal FW to BW
reduction implies that the majority of the differences
observed in BW might be attributed to overall fat
reduction. The phenotypic variance explained by the
QTL is as large as 53n4 % for BW\24 weeks, implying that half the variance could be explained by
genetic factors and half by environmental factors
(Table 2).

(iii) Glucose intolerance (G0, G30, G60, G90, G120
and INS )
We have found a significant difference in G60 values
between the Retained and Control groups (P l
8n34i10−$) and a similar tendency for G30 and G90
values (Table 2). The decrease in G60 was as large as
66 mg\dl in Retained animals, potentially accounting
for 34n4 % of the variance – that is, one-third of the
variance can be explained by the Dmo1 genetic effect.
G0 and G120 values were not significantly different
between the groups, however. Although the glucoselowering effect is substantial, plasma glucose levels in
the Retained group did not fall to the levels
characteristic of non-diabetic strains.
The substantial improvement in diabetes, obesity
and dyslipidaemia phenotypes achieved by singleallele correction of the Dmo1 pathway is promising in
that these specific gene pathways could be targets of
effective and wide-ranging therapeutic interventions.

(v) Future prospects : comparison with other animal
models and man
This is the first report of congenic rats derived from an
important model of obese type II diabetes, the OLETF
rat. EXPs for Dmo1 increased significantly compared
with those observed in previous QTL studies (BC1 or
F2 crosses) by normalizing other genetic factors :
" 35 % versus 10 % (G60), " 53 % versus " 16 %
(BW), " 36 % versus " 14 % (TG) (Watanabe et al.,
1999 a). Phenotypes for which approximately 50 % of
the variance can be explained by genetic factors are
amenable to simple positional cloning. Therefore,
heterozygous congenic resources with pronounced
genetic effects are feasible primary resources for gene
identification.
Data derived from Dmo1 congenic animals can be
compared with those obtained from another diabetic
model, the Goto Kakizaki (GK) rat (Goto et al.,
1975). GK rats display apparent fasting hypergly-
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caemia and impaired secretion of insulin in response
to glucose and insulin resistance, but no apparent
obesity and dyslipidaemia is observed in the strain.
Two QTL studies from 1996 (Galli et al., 1996 ;
Gauguier et al., 1996) identified a major postprandial
glucose QTL on chromosome 1, which co-localized
with Dmo1. Galli et al. (1999) also reported the first
congenic lines for the QTL. The target region
overlapped with our Dmo1 QTL, but differences in
observed phenotypes might reflect differences in
genetic predispositions between OLETF and GK rats.
In spontaneously diabetic BB\OK rats, a region
overlapping with Dmo1 conferred significant linkage
to TC\20 weeks and TG\20–28 weeks (Kovacs et al.,
1998). The diabetic BB\OK alleles correlated with
higher TC and TG values. Taken together, data from
these three animal models have confirmed that the
Dmo1 region influences lipid homeostasis and is
involved in diabetes development.
We have defined the interval for the Dmo1 region
within a 28 cM interval between D1Rat169 and
D1Rat459. This interval is syntenic to human chromosome 10q24–26 and mouse chromosome 19
(Watanabe et al., 1999 b). We are currently characterizing inter-strain polymorphisms of the candidate
gene(s).
The potential contribution of the homologous locus
in humans to diabetic phenotypes has also been
examined. Duggirala et al. (2000) reported a susceptibility locus near the marker of D10S587 on the
long arm of human chromosome 10, influencing the
onset and incidence of type II diabetes in Mexican
Americans. We have constructed a fine syntenic map
of the relevant region between rat and human
(Watanabe et al., 1999 b, and unpublished data) and
found that Dmo1 is likely to overlap with this
chromosomal segment in human.
Further characterization of several different rodent
diabetic models and human populations will shed
light on the genetic predisposition to diabetes.
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